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Reviewer's report:

Thanks for adding to the body of knowledge on reproductive health

Abstract- it does not attracts readers attention, you can include the introduction and objective. No conclusion in the first part of the abstract.

The content in your abstract matches the body of your manuscript.

On the body of the manuscript try and include a brief description of your study site.

Sampling - no sample calculation

Page 8 you stated that your participant were from age 15 and above.. Did you consider the ethical implications of the age and if so , kindly state it in your ethical review subheading

Since you have under age children, did you take their consent before the research?

Still on the ethical issues- how did you address stigmatization knowing fully well that the research was carried out in the PHC close to the communities of participants

Table- content of the table matches the discussion on the table.

Reference- up to date.

Level of interest
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